MARI FRANK, ESQ.
Dolphin Lawyer Shows You How To Turn Conflict Into
Collaboration In Your Relationships!
ATTORNEY, AUTHOR, RADIO HOST, and PROFESSIONAL SPEAKER
Mari is an attorney, mediator, author (5 books), professional speaker,
professor, and radio host of two shows (since 2005) airing on KUCI 88.9
FM in Irvine CA. For 3 decades, she’s expertly been using her unique
“solutioneering” tools to resolve conflicts and transform adversity into
opportunity for her clients, and audiences. Unlike a shark, her dolphin
approach, gentle yet powerful, transforms disputes between people so
they may collaborate and create dynamic relationships. She’s mediated
and resolved all types of fights including business lawsuits and divorce. A healer of conflict, Mari empowers
audiences with strategies so they may communicate without turning disagreements into hostility. She’s been a
guest on over 300 radio shows, appeared on dozens of television shows and hosted her own PBS TV Special.
As a professional speaker, she’s motivated such companies as American Express. General Electric, Experian,
Edward’s Life Sciences, etc. With humorous stories, Mari articulates how to turn adversity into opportunity to
create positive relationships. She’ll inspire your audience with the 6 A’s to keep a romantic relationship, and the
5 steps to gain power in any negotiation!

MARI’S MOST POPULAR MEDIA TOPICS

Mari’s Book

FIGHT FOR LOVE: TURN CONFLICT INTO INTIMACY - Rediscover love
and stop the destructive patterns.
GET WHAT YOU WANT WITHOUT MAKING ENEMIES - Negotiation
doesn’t have to be adversarial, and in fact, when done skillfully, it
develops positive lasting relationships and creative enhanced solutions.
TURN BREAKDOWNS INTO BREAKTHROUGHS - Conflict is inevitable
because we all have our unique perspectives, but we can use the discord
to build greater connections and find better answers to challenging
problems.

PRAISE
“Mari is wonderful, dynamic, and informative”
—Anthony Tiano, former president of KQED in San Francisco, former
President Santa Fe Productions for PBS Television
“Mari is a consummate speaker, and really knows how to negotiate.”
—John Dolan, Esq, Media Commentator, Author Negotiate Like a Pro

CONTACT
Mari@MariFrank.com
949-364-1511
www.MariFrank.com
www.conflicthealing.com

@MariJFrank / @marifrank4019

